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Abstract
Since 2005, the researcher has been teaching English literature
in the English Department of the College of Languages at the
University of Sulaimani. The researcher has always faced
problems with the students especially in the exams because their
style of writing is very poor and they make lots of grammatical
mistakes. The students, at the department of English Language,
study English literature for four years but they cannot get benefit
from it to increase their knowledge in English language because
they do not know that one of the purposes behind studying
literature is to help them improve their language skills and they
do not know how to use literature to achieve this aim. The
purpose of the paper is to teach students how to acquire
language through a systematic study of the linguistic elements in
the literary texts and how language can be employed to achieve
various goals. To accomplish the aims of the study, students are
introduced to stylistic analysis since stylistics is the study of the
language of literature.
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The research is based on a questionnaire carried out in the
English Department of the School of Languages at the
University of Sulaimani and the fourth year students participated
in it. The students were asked only two questions related to the
aims of the research. They were asked whether they got benefit
from literature to improve their language skills or not and
whether language learners should study literature or not.
The paper is apparently divided into two parts. In the first part,
the answers of the students are examined to find out the
students‟ views regarding acquiring language through literature
and the necessity of spending a long time reading and studying
literary texts for foreign learners of English. The second
segment is devoted to teaching students how to acquire language
through studying literature and how to use language more
effectively and how to make certain meanings. To achieve these
goals, students are introduced to the stylistic analysis and some
examples are investigated from a stylistic point of view to teach
students how to acquire language through literature and how to
use the same information in their daily activities.
0- Introduction
Many scholars and linguists focus on the importance of studying
and teaching literature from a language-based perspective. They
believe that literature can be used as a crucial source for
acquiring the foreign language one wants to learn, but this
chance is rarely exploited by foreign learners. In the forward
written to a book edited by Watson and Zyngier, 2007, Ronald
Carter sheds some light on this issue.
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Carter (Forward: x) writes:
The place of literature in the foreign language classroom
as custodian of style and culture, as a guide to moral good
conduct, as a warrant of authenticity, or as a mirror to
history is universally being questioned; but more research,
and more empirical classroom research, is needed to
examine the more intricate issues of its relationship to
language acquisition, especially reading development.
According to Carter, literature is studied in the classrooms all
over the world to introduce students to culture, society and
history, but unfortunately its role in helping students to acquire
language is not activated. What Carter highlights is also true for
the universities in Iraq. In all the government universities of the
Iraqi Kurdistan, English language and literature are studied
together in the English Departments at the schools or colleges of
language studies. The main purposes behind studying literature
side by side with linguistics are:- 1- to introduce students to
English literature, and 2- to give them insight about how
language is used in different contexts and how complicated
ideas can be expressed through composing long sentences or
complex structures.
When students read and study the literary texts, they
spontaneously notice the differences between the literary genres
and they can perceive the changes happened to literature in the
eras. Thus, this paper focuses on the latter purpose which
concerns the linguistic aspects of the literary texts. To know
whether this purpose is achieved or not, a questionnaire was
carried out in the English Department of the School of
Languages at the University of Sulaimani in which 45 students
3
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from the fourth year participated. The form which contained
only two questions was submitted to the students on April 20,
2012, after studying English literature for four years and only
about two months before 1- Q1- As a foreign learner; did you
get benefit from studying English literature to improve your
language skills?
- If Yes, how?
- If No, why?
Q2- Do you think language learners should study literary texts?
Explain.
Through these questions, the researcher tries to know whether
the students have really got benefit from literature to improve
their linguistic skills or not. The paper does not judge the
process of teaching literature in the English departments, but it
aims at introducing students to stylistics so that they can get
benefit from it to explore the language of the literary texts they
read or study. The paper tries to teach students how to increase
their knowledge in linguistics by dealing with the literature and
how they penetrate into the texts to analyze their themes and
aims even without the help of the teachers.
1- Do students get benefit from studying literature to
improve linguistic skills?
In the form, the students were required to explain how they
used literature to broaden their knowledge in language as
foreign learners. Of course, this question is compatible with the
aim of studying literature with linguistics and the students‟
answers can be taken into account to decide whether the goal of
learning language through literature is achieved or not. For this
purpose, the students will be divided into three groups: those
4
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who got benefit from literature; those who got little benefit and
those who did not get benefit from it.
Among the 45 participants, only 7 students state that literature
helped them to enhance and improve their linguistic skills. In
their answers, they indicate that they learnt how to produce long
sentences and complex structures to write in a good style. They
also emphasize that they memorized lots of vocabularies which
they use in daily conversations and in different contexts. For this
group, the goal of studying literature to learn language is
successfully achieved.
Most of the participants, 27 students, expound that they
benefitted from some of the literary texts only to learn
vocabularies. The students believe that the texts which are
written in old English are not useful because the vocabularies
are old and very difficult to understand. This group of students
focuses on learning vocabularies alone and they prefer texts
written in modern English because they can reuse the words
from which they learn or memorize. The students do not
mention anything about the linguistic aspects of the texts such as
grammatical structures and they do not pay attention to the style
of writing in the different texts they study.
The third group of the students which includes 11 participants
demonstrates that studying literary texts for them was just
wasting of time and literature did not assist them to increase
their linguistic capacities. They believe that they can improve
their language skills through linguistic sources and even 3 of
them do not find any relationship between language learning
and studying literature. This opinion is quite contrary to the aim
behind studying language and literature in the English
departments in the school or college of languages. Among the
45 students only 7 of them used literature to learn language.
5
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This result shows that even if the students do not study literature
at all, it will not negatively affect their language skills.
2- Should the students study literature?
In the submitted form, the students were asked to express their
opinion about if studying literary texts by language learners is
necessary or not. The purpose behind this question is to know
whether the students really comprehend that they study literature
not only for the sake of literature but also to learn language
through literature. Unfortunately, after spending 4 years in the
English Department, most of the students do not realize that
they can use English literature to learn English language.
Among the 5 participants of the questionnaire 42 of them
believe that language learners should study literature. But only 7
of them find it necessary for learning language; the rest see it as
a way to be familiar with the social, political, religious and
cultural issues of the nations the texts belong to. The remaining
students, 3 participants, state that language learners do not need
to study literature at all.
3- Findings
Generally, the students point to the benefit of studying literature
to the foreign learners but not for learning a language. They
learn different vocabularies but very few of them manipulate the
words in different contexts and only 5 students talk about
improving their reading skills through literature. The results and
the students‟ remarks manifest that they did not study the
language of the literary texts and they never tried to grasp the
meaning of a text by exploring its linguistic aspects. They only
focused on the themes, the ideas and the issues but not through
language. They did not try to find out what the language of the
text tells them about social status of the characters or the social
6
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and political issues. They were just passive listeners and mostly
memorized what the lecturers said.
It is obvious that some students even did not read the assigned
texts because their language is difficult and they do not
understand them, as they say. This lack of understanding of the
significance of literature for language learners has made
students find literature boring and unnecessary. It can be
concluded that the aim of learning language through literature
was not achieved because the literary texts were not taught for
the sake of language acquisition and also the students did not
know how to benefit from literature to improve language skills;
therefore, students must be introduced to stylistic analysis as a
practical method which can help them use literary texts to
improve their linguistic capacities.
4- Stylistics helps Students to acquire Language through
Literature
In the questionnaire, 42 students believe that studying literature
is important for language learners, but some of them suggest
that the way of teaching literature in the classrooms should be
changed so that students will be able to get benefit from it to
acquire language through literature. The questions submitted in
the form made the participants makes such suggestions because
language acquisition through literature is something they have
not thought of it before. The students are eager to find a theory
or a method which assists them to improve their language skills
through the texts they study and to understand the meanings and
analyze the themes which are all expressed in words. As a
researcher, I believe that stylistic study can help students to
achieve their aims because it is a bridge between language and
literature. In this paper, some samples from different literary
texts will be analyzed stylistically to show to the students how
they can use stylistics to acquire language through literature.
7
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5- Stylistics and some grammatical issues
There are some grammatical cases which can be regarded as
wrong or bad forms from a stylistic point of view. Thornborrow
and Wareing (1998: 43) put forward some of the common points
which are not stylistically very much acceptable in writing.
These include:don‟t start a sentence with „and‟
don‟t split infinitives
don‟t end a sentence with a preposition
don‟t use third person plural pronoun they to refer to a
non-specific singular third person (e.g. someone)
While writing, people try to arrange the words and organize the
ideas in an attractive way to draw the attention of the reader
whether that writing is a literary piece or it is a letter from a
friend to a friend. The aforementioned points can be taken into
consideration to beautify the text and produce sentences
grammatically acceptable. There are many examples in a single
literary text which are well-organized syntactically and
semantically. In this excerpt taken from Sons and Lovers by D.
H. Lawrence, the sentences carry different ideas are wellarranged and the aforementioned points are avoided.
-

As soon as the skies brightened and plum-blossom was out,
Paul drove off in the milkman’s heavy float up to Willey
Farm. Mr. Leivers shouted in a kindly fashion at the boy,
then clicked to the horse as they climbed the hill slowly, in
the freshness of the morning. White clouds went on their
way, crowding to the back of the hills that were rousing in
the springtime. The water of Nethermere lay below, very
blue against the seared meadows and the thorn-trees.
Sons and Lovers, pp. 137
8
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The paragraph starts with a subordinating conjunction (as soon
as) joining two sentences together to make a complex sentence.
This conjunction can be used between the two sentences, but the
writer puts it in the front to draw the reader‟s attention to the
weather and the nature. In the second sentence, the author again
describes the weather (freshness of the morning). Although the
description comes late, it is important in two ways. First, three
acts occur in this sentence (shouted, clicked, climbed). The
actions occur directly one after another. The first act (shouted) is
followed by the second act (clicked) and the temporal location
adverb (then) is used to show the closeness of the two actions
and then (as) is used as a conjunction to combine the third act
(climbed) with the previous ones. These acts happen
simultaneously and require physical effort and this mood
(freshness) makes the characters more active and prepares them
for the journey. Secondly, the rest of the paragraph is devoted to
describe both the weather and the nature (White clouds, hills
that were rousing, springtime, water of Nethermere, very
blue, seared meadows, thorn-trees) and it is linked to the
beginning of the paragraph (skies brightened and plumblossom was out) through (freshness of the morning).
The above paraphrase manifests how the ideas are interwoven
and how the journey steps forward. The actions occur
subsequently and the description of the different scenes tells
readers that Paul and Mr. Leivers have started their journey and
the sceneries will shift as they continue. These grammatical
features enable readers to see the motion of the characters and
the time as if they were watching a movie.
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People use language in various ways to produce different
effects, and this is also a good way for writers to send certain
messages through the grammatical structures constitute the body
of the text. In the previous excerpt, Lawrence manipulates
language skillfully to decorate his writing. In these sentences, he
avoids repeating subjects and makes some grammatical changes
in the class of the words. In the sentence (White clouds went
on their way, crowding to….) there are two verbs (went on,
crowding) but one subject (white clouds). Although he could
manipulate past forms for both of the verbs, the author uses
present participle (crowding). He uses this technique so that the
readers will not pay attention to the clouds only but also to the
hills. In this case, the phrasal verb serves the clouds, but the –
ing form serves the hills because readers wonder where the
clouds (crowed). In the second sentence (The water of
Nethermere lay below, very blue against the seared
meadows and the thorn-trees), a similar technique is used, but
this time an adjective is put into service. The writer could have
structured the sentence “The water of Nethermere, very blue
against the seared meadows and the thorn-trees, lay below”,
but he did not because the additional information is not only to
tell readers about the water, but it is also to describe some other
natural phenomena in the area and also to compare between the
natural elements (water= blue, meadow=seared).
Another example which manifests how grammatical structures
can be used to achieve different aims is taken from Waiting for
Godot. Beckett changes the normal structure of a sentence to
show how Pozzo exerts power over Lucky.
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Pozzo: Good. Is everybody ready? Is everybody looking at
me? (He looks at Lucky, jerks the rope. Lucky raises his head.)
Will you look at me, Pig! (Lucky looks at him.)
Waiting for Godot, pp.29
Pozzo takes the turn to address Estragon, Vladimir and Lucky.
In the first two sentences, he uses regular question forms to
draw the attention of the listeners, but he deviates from this
norm when he addresses Lucky. In the first two questions,
Pozzo asks to know whether the other characters are listening to
him or not and he uses direct question forms. It seems that
Lucky does not pay attention to his speeches because Lucky is a
slave and being asked a question does not suit his social status.
He is accustomed to being ordered not asked to do something;
therefore, Pozzo in the third sentence (Will you look at me,
Pig!), Pozzo changes the mood of the dialogue and produces a
rhetorical question. Pozzo uses this form as an order to oblige
Lucky to look at him and he achieves his aim because Lucky
looks at him without saying a word. Pozzo puts forward this
form to constrain Lucky to listen to him and he does not give
him a choice to say „yes‟ or „no‟.
Sometimes writers feel that they need to violate the grammatical
rules and they also use the structures which are regarded as bad
forms, as mentioned earlier. It is not strange to find the less
acceptable forms shown by Thornborrow and Wareing in
literary pieces, not because the literary writers do not care about
good forms or bad forms, but they uses such situations to make
certain effects on the readers. In this example taken from Ashes
to Ashes, a play written by Harold Pinter, Rebecca speaks at the
end of the play and narrates to Devlin what happened to her and
her baby. From page 66 to 69, she takes 19 turns of which 13 of
them starts with „and‟.
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Here are some examples:
- And I made it into a bundle
- And I held it under my left arm
- And I went through with my baby
- And the man called me back
- And he said what do you have there
- And I gave him the bundle
- And that’s the last time I held the bundle
- And we got on the train
- And we arrived at this place
Rebecca describes a sorrowful situation and narrates a sad story.
The play is about Holocaust. Rebecca explains that the Nazis
took away the babies from them before they were transported
and she describes how she tried to take her baby with her but
she failed. All the utterances can be one continuous paragraph
because the topic is one and there is only one speaker, Rebecca.
Devlin stands still and he listens to her story, but she speaks in
fragments since she is affected by emotion. The loss of her baby
is so painful that she does not want to pass over it quickly or
lose a bit of the moment she handed the bundle to the man in
which the baby was wrapped. She does not only want to tell a
sad story, but she also shows the cruelty and mercilessness of
the Nazis. With using each „and‟, Pinter presents a shocking
image and a heartbreaking moment. From the above examples,
students can learn how to produce grammatically correct
sentences and how to use different structures for different
purposes. Of course, different structures may convey different
meanings, but only the structure of the sentence is not enough to
detect the meaning of the sentence because meaning will change
according to the context of use. How meaning is built is also the
concern of stylistics and this issue will be discussed hereafter so
that students will learn how to use language to convey different
meanings.
12
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6- Stylistics and meaning derivation
Birch (1989:20) argues, “Analyzing text is an activity which is
concerned with understanding how a text means, not with what
a text means”. According to Birch, analysts do not need a great
effort to find the meanings or themes of a text, but they should
discover how the constituent parts of the text especially the
language are used to make that meaning or to convey the
intended message. For instance, by a reading a poem, students
will know it is about a failed love or any other issues, but this
idea is not enough for analyzing the poem because it is too
general. What the students should do is that they need to
scrutinize the vocabularies in order to understand the mood of
the poem and they also have to explore the sentence structures
since fragmented speeches reveal the feelings, emotions and
psychological condition of the character in the poem.
To analyze a literary work, knowing the meaning of single
words which is the scope of semantics is not enough because the
meaning of words will vary according to the context of use. For
example, the literal meaning of „tree‟ is „plant‟, but the word the
same word in „family tree‟ does not have the same literal
meaning. The image which the students see in „tree‟ as a single
lexis is quite different from the image which they get from
„family tree‟ because the meaning of the word „tree‟ is different
in the two tokens.
As teachers, most of the time, we face a particular problem
when we ask our students to analyze a poem. The problem is
that most of the students paraphrase the poem instead of
analyzing it. In other words, they give the literal meaning of the
poem which is repeating the poem in prose form using simple
words. This is actually not analysis because analysis means
13
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decoding what the writers have encoded. By decoding, I mean
exploring the themes of the poem through understanding both
the literary features such as the speaker, the spoken to, the
situation and the tone and the linguistic features including
syntax (long or short sentences, usual or unusual sentences) and
the types of words which are used (diction). Knowing such
things will not only help students to analyze the poem, but it
also teaches them how to use language to make certain effects
and convey certain aims. If the students can find a way to
decode the meanings of a piece of literature, they can use similar
techniques to encode meanings in their daily conversations.
Students should be careful about the meaning of words as it will
change in the context of use. Sometimes readers cannot get the
exact meaning of a word only by looking it up in a dictionary;
therefore, the situation in which the word is used should be
considered. For example, we consider the meaning of „terrible‟
in these two sentences.
1- It was raining terribly.
2- I terribly need this book.
In the first sentence, the word terrible means severely, but in the
second sentence it means very much or strongly. While studying
literature, students should be more careful because the meaning
of a word used at the beginning of a poem may be is revealed at
the end of it. In this poem, Alexander Pope reverses an insult,
but the meaning cannot be detected if the whole poem is not
explored together as a single entity. The poem is borrowed from
(Beard: 2003) which is dealt with for a different purpose.
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Epigram from the French
Sir, I admit your gen‟ral rule
That every poet is a fool:
But you yourself may serve to show it,
That every fool is not a poet.
The poem is obviously a satire. It seems that Pope replays
someone in a high rank who deems poets as fools. Pope cannot
endure this insult, but he does not directly oppose the person and
he uses language to reverse the insult. Pope defends the poets
but not all of them. He uses the word „general‟ to show that the
person regards all poets as fools without exception which is not
true. Pope is against this generalization. The whole stanza is one
sentence. The last two lines explain the first two lines. Pope
exploits the punctuation mark colon (:) to achieve his purpose.
The first two lines work as a subordinate clause to a main clause
which is in the last two lines. If the first two lines end in a full
stop, it means that Pope agrees with the man who insulted poets
and in this case he word „admit‟ supports this assumption, but
Pope does not agrees with this opinion and the lines do not end
in a full stop.
The lines come after the colon are the main clause and complete
the meaning of the stanza. To make it more clear, we can
simplify the stanza in this way: your general rule that every poet
is a fool is the subject, the word show in the third line is the verb
and that every fool is not a poet is the complement. The whole
stanza can be summarized in a single sentence which is (I admit
your general rule that every poet is a fool shows that every fool
is not a poet). Here Pope plays with the word „admit‟. He does
not acknowledge what that person says is true, but he declares
that his opinion makes himself a fool and „every fool is not poet‟
clearly shows that Pope tells the man that he is a fool, but he is
not a poet.
15
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This explanation manifests that not only poets, but other people
can use language to convey different meanings. It is true that
this example is not a sentence from everyday conversation, but
people also use language and similar vocabularies in their daily
talks. Thus it is not impossible to hear people speak satirically in
everyday conversations. While students are asked to analyze a
literary piece, they should think about how and why it is written.
Students cannot answer such questions if they cannot find what
choices the writers have made to convey their messages. The
choices will include both the literary and linguistic elements.
7- Conclusions
Students in the English Department of the School of Languages
at the University of Sulaimani study English literature for four
years spending a long time reading and studying literary texts,
but they do not know how to acquire language from the texts
which are full of examples worth attention syntactically,
semantically, pragmatically and so on. When the students are
asked to analyze a piece of poem or a dialogue in a drama or a
paragraph in a novel, they do not know how to do it and their
answers are not supported by any critical approach and there is
no evidence in their answers. But if the students pay attention to
linguistic elements in the texts, they can find examples to
support their answers and they will be somewhat objective in
their analysis and at the same time they can acquire the language
through exploring the syntactic and semantic cases.
The students thought of literature as a source for learning about
social and political issues in the other countries and also for
memorizing vocabularies, but the other linguistic aspects of the
texts such as syntax, semantics and pragmatics were ignored;
therefore, the literary texts were not studied to acquire language
and even the linguistic elements which are used to convey
16
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various messages and to show different situations were not used
in the analyses.
The students paid attention to the literary elements such
characters, plot, themes, symbols and so on, but they did not try
to find out how these elements were expressed through
language. In modern literature, especially modern drama, the
identity of the characters is revealed through the language they
use and language is exploited in various ways to envisage what
may happen later and to connect past, present and future. In
other words, the students failed a great part of the texts they
study which is the language. They could not make a connection
between the literary elements and the tool, language, used to
embody these elements. This is simply because they did not
know how to build the connection and thus they did not get
benefit from the texts to improve their language skills.
In order to know how language works in literary texts and how
to reuse the linguistic forms used by the authors, students should
be familiar with stylistics since it is a bridge between language
and literature. If the students get familiar with stylistic analysis,
they will discover how language is used to make special
meaning. Consequently they will learn how to use language to
make certain effects since stylistics deals with how language is
manipulated and should be manipulated to make meaning and to
convey the desired aim. Stylistics helps students to write and
speak in a high manner and teaches them how to avoid
directness in critical situations without changing their goals in
the conversations or without being rude by hurting other
people‟s feelings. All these examples exist in literature; thus
students can acquire them and practice them in their daily lives
because, as Simpson (1997: 7) says, “There is no such thing as a
„literary language‟. That is to say, there are no items of modern
English vocabulary or grammar that are inherently and
exclusively literary”.
17
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األسموبية واكتساب المغة من خالل األدب
ألخالصـة
منذ عذ  ،5002قذ قذ الب حذذث بتذ س

فذ قسذ المغذ اإلنجم ذ

األ ب اإلنجم ذ

فذ ذ كم ذ ذ المغذ ذ ت فذ ذ ج معذ ذ الس ذذم م ن  .فقذ ذ واجي ذذت الب ح ذذث ومذ ذ مشذ ذ ك ت مذ ذ
الطذ ذ ب وخ صذ ذ فذ ذ االمتح نذ ذ ت ألن أس ذذموبي فذ ذ الكت بذ ذ ض ذذع
أخطذ ا نحو ذ كث ذسة .إن الطذ ب فذ قسذ ألمغذ اإلنكم ذ

جذ ذ ا و قتسف ذذون

سسذون اال ب اإلنجم ذ

لم ة أسب سنوات ولكن ال مكني االستف ة منو ل ذ ة معمومذ تي فذ المغذ اإلنجم ذ
ألنيذ ذ ال عسف ذذون أن أحذ ذ المق صذ ذ و اس
ميذ ساتي المغو ذ  ،وىذ ال عسفذذون ك ذ
الغذذس

سذذتخ مون األ ب لموصذذو إلذ ىذ ا اليذ

مذذن ى ذ ا البحذذث ىذذو تعم ذ الط ذ ب ك ف ذ اكتس ذ ب المغ ذ مذذن خ ذ

منيج ذ لعن صذذس لغو ذ ف ذ النصذذو
أى ا

اسسذ ذ األ ب ى ذذو مسذ ذ ع تي عمذ ذ تحسذ ذ ن

مختمف  .ولتحق

ألن األسموب ى

أى ا

األ ب ذ  ،وك ذ

ال ساس  ،ت تعس ذ

مكذذن توظ ذ

.

اسس ذ

المغ ذ لتحق ذ

الطذ ب عمذ التحم ذ األسذموب

ساس لغ األ ب.

و ستن البحث عم االستب ن ال نفّ ف قسذ المغذ اإلنجم ذ فذ كم ذ المغذ ت فذ
ج مع السم م ن وش سك ف ي ط ب المسحم السابع  .طمب مذن الطذ ب سذؤاالن فقذط
تعمق ن بأى ا

البحث .ان الطذ ب سذلموا ،ىذ آسذتف وا مذن األ ب لتطذو س ميذ ساتي

ألمغو أ ال ؟ وف م إ ا ك ن ط ب المغ توجب عم ي
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إن البحذذث ىذ مقسذ ظ ىسّذ إلذ جذ ل ن  .فذ الجذ أالو  ،فذ ن أجوبذ ألطذ ب قذ
ت تفحصي لمعسف آساليذ ف مذ تعمذ ب كتسذ ب المغذ مذن خذ األ ب وعمذ ضذسوسة
قضذ ذ وق ذذت طو ذ ذ لقذ ذ اس ة و اسسذ ذ النص ذذو

األ ب ذ ذ لم اسسذ ذ ن األج ن ذذب فذ ذ المغذ ذ

اإلنجم ذ  .أمذ الجذ اآلخذذس فيذذو مكذذس لتعمذ الطمبذ ك ف ذ ح ذ ة ألمغذ مذذن خذ
ساس اال ب وك ف إستخ ا ألمغ بصوسة أكثس كف ة وك ف ص غ مع ن مح ة.
لتحق
بع
من خ

ى ه األى ا  ،ذت تعس ذ

الطذ ب عمذ التحم ذ األسذموب و ذت التحق ذ فذ

األمثمذ مذن وجيذ نظذس أإلسذموب مذن أجذ تعمذ الطذ ب ك ف ذ اكتسذ ب المغذ
األ ب وك ف استخ ا نف

المعموم ت ف أنشطتي ال وم .
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